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Fig. 1: Map of the Czech Republic with the location of Drahany
Highlands

Introduction

Results

In this paper were studied medieval villages and their ploughlands in the Drahany
Highlands (Moravia, Czech Republic). Previous extensive research in the Drahany
Highlands provided us with a complete medieval settlement network and, in some
cases, also with medieval field systems. Results of this research could be used for
further analyses based on GIS and quantitative methods. The basic goal of this paper
was to reconstruct the past landscapes, impact of human activities on the landscape,
the choice of a settlement location and changes in the settlement pattern. There is the
extraordinary potential of the information that has not been fully discovered yet.

Choice of settlement location
We have tried to reveal the factors that could determine or participate in the selection
of space for the villages and their ploughlands.

The Drahany Highlands
• extent of area 787 km²
• relatively mountainous region (238 – 735 m above sea level)
• colonization by the 2nd half of the 12th century (the most villages at the turn of 13th and 14th
century/140 villages and 3 towns) X during the 15th century approximately half of all villages
were deserted

Resources and methods of the research
A first step has constituted the vectorization (digitizing) of plans with deserted medieval villages
and fields and their insertion into a geographical space in ArcMap 10 (Georeferencing, see Fig
2). The map has been supplemented by remaining villages and other components of past
landscape (e.g.: still living/renewed/later villages from II. Military mapping (1836 – 1852)).
A map basis came from vectorized contours of a base map 1:10000 (ZABAGED) →
interpolation – DEM → hillshade, slope, aspect, relative irradiance of terrain, hydrology
modelling, cost distance. Other maps (geoportal CENIA).
Spatial characteristics of still living/deserted villages and fields could be extracted and
subsequently statistically evaluated (in STATISTICA 10). Selection on the basis of the results
and defined maps were a basis for archaeological prediction of medieval fields systems. It
combines fuzzy and binary logic (see Fig. 3):
Fig. 4: Reconstructed lay-use in the beginning of 14th century

Fig. 5: Contrast between contemporary and medieval land-use in
the highest parts of Drahany Highlands
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The cost distance from large streams (fuzzy – large)
The cost distance from villages (fuzzy – small)
The slope of terrain (fuzzy – small)
The space of villages (binary)
The nearest distance from all streams (binary)

Fig. 6: Cost distance analysis – deserted villages in marginal
position

Fig. 7: Cost distance analysis - deserted villages in marginal
position together with hardly accessible ploughlands

Villages
• villages distant from each other (497 – 2544 m, middle distance = 1470 m)
• every village was near streams (but not all villages are adjacent; junction =
25%, along stream = 37,14%, spring area = 37,86% (5,71% in bigger distance)
• a tendency to choose lower slopes (62% villages to 5°, in few cases occur on
25°)
• significantly dominates the E orientation, with variations to NE or SE (47% of all
villages), orientation to the S is lower than could be X greater ignorance N or
NW orientation
• an irradiance – does not play an important role, an effort to avoid the little
illuminated positions
Ploughlands
• soil types – clearly preferred quality X occur only in marginal areas in the NW
and S - SE – settlements and fields were situated on very poor soils too
• use of lower slope (preference 0° - 10°, in some cases even 25°slopes)
• a slight trend in the use of the S, SW and W slopes X avoidance of E and NW
exposure (especially the N)
• an irradiance – efforts to eliminate low-lit places and places of the well-lit, but
unsuitable for agriculture (higher slope) X tendency to use a well-lit areas with
a lower slope
• an availability of facilities – fields were not always easily accessible (see Fig. 7)
Reconstruction of past landscapes
On the basis archaeological prediction we can observe relation between forested
and deforested areas (today: 56% X 44%,14th century 39 – 47% X 53 – 61%, see
Fig. 4, 5).
Changes of settlement and shaping the current form of cultural landscape
Abandonment of the settlement is in our approach considered as a selective
process; villages with certain attributes or with their combination were the weakest
elements in the settlement network and, therefore, they were more predisposed to
abandonment.
• Deserted villages are not usually on fertile soils of X in 4 cases, yes (all near
the town) – fields continued to be used, we do not have any case of the
deserted field on high-quality or medium quality soils.
• Deserted villages has been found only in a few cases in lower altitudes (to 400
m), conversely deserted villages predominated in a higher altitude (over 600 m)
• Deserted villages are more near smaller streams and in spring areas X living
villages dominated by the larger rivers and by the junctions.
• Deserted villages are located in areas with a higher density of settlement
(middle distance = 1254 m X living villages = 1523 m, see Fig. 8).
• However - some villages had poorly accessible facilities, some of them were
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Fig. 2: Example of georeferencing

Fig. 3: Resulting prediction of ploughlands

Fig. 8: Density of medieval settlement
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Conclusion
Analyses and an evaluation of data obtained during a surface survey in the Drahany Highlands provided a view of the character of the Middle Age settlement. This provided
us with the basis for the reconstruction of past landscapes whereas the extent of ploughlands have been delimitated with the help of archaeological prediction. On this basis,
(and also thanks to comparison with the current settlement patterns) it is possible to observe land use and the impact of human activities on the landscape. It is possible to
reveal the main principles which could have determined the choice of the location for the settlement areas (especially the placing of residential areas and their surrounding
fields). We could identify the factors which could expressively influence the process of abandoning the villages.
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